Grand Avenue Preschool
Summer Day Camp
2021 Themes:
Summer Kick-Off

Preschool Picassos
Camp America
Super Story Adventures

Journey to the Jungle
Sun & Sea

2021 SESSIONS

SUMMER DAY CAMP
Preschool Picassos

Session 1:

Do you have the next Michelangelo, Da Vinci or Rembrandt living under your roof?
Don’t stress let us worry about the mess that comes along with that passion.
Blot prints, water color resists, clay and other fun art mediums will be explored.
Make sure your mini-Monet wears old clothes you don’t mind getting dirty for this camp.

Camp America

Session 2:

Setting up camp at GAP is not just any old camp! We’ll build a
campfire, set-up a tent, and enjoy a few camp stories. Catching not only
fireflies but a fireworks show and patriotic parade - after all this is
Camp America!!

Super Story Adventures

Session 3:

It’s a bird, it’s a plane...no it’s not Superman, you don’t have to be a
super hero to make super things happen. We are on our way to having
SUPER-sized fun with books! A different children’s book will be explored
each day. Doing hands-on activities and art projects will make the
fun-filled story adventures come to life.

Journey to the Jungle

Session 4:

Imagine exploring a place where wild animals run free.
Grab your hat and binoculars and jump into the jeep for a
jungle adventure. As we travel through the thick jungle brush
we’ll have a chance to spy on some of nature’s most
majestic creatures.

Sun & Sea

Session 5:

This camp combines fun in the sun and water play while exploring sea
life. Our art projects will focus on the different things we can find
under the sea. We’ll cool off by running through the sprinkler
and having some frozen treats.
(Your child should wear their bathing suits under their clothes & bring a towel to dry off).
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